


July 19, 2019

Tire Stewardship BC
BC Used Oil Management Association
Health Products Stewardship Association
Pacific Salmon Foundation

Dear Sponsors,

Here is our Final Report for the Rock The Salish Sea! Tour 2019. This year’s project morphed to include the 
Skeena Up Your Watershed! Tour when we were invited by the Skeena Watershed Conservation Coalition to 
come north. It became an opportunity to engage three more communities with the themes about reducing waste, 
a renewable energy future and protecting watersheds, oceans and habitats for wild Pacific salmon. Messages 
about recycling tires, used oil and antifreeze, returning medications for proper disposal and conserving wild 
Pacific salmon were delivered in all projects—live at the rehearsals and concerts, and in the souvenir concert 
programs.

Eight communities and schools

March 4-7 New Westminster Queen Elizabeth Elementary
March 11-14 Vancouver  Lord Nelson Elementary

April 8-10 Prince Rupert  Conrad Elementary
Arpil 11-15 Terrace   Veritas Elementary
April 16-18 Kitimat  Kildala Elementary

May 6-9 Surrey   Old Yale Elementary
June 3-6 Vancouver  Trudeau Elementary

Nov 18-21 Brentwood Bay Lau’Welnew Tribal School (to be completed)



Over 2500 students, 165 staff members and 5,000 family members involved!

School # of 
Students 

# of Staff # of Family 
Members 

Queen Elizabeth 439 29 878 1346 
Lord Nelson 450 30 900 1380 
Conrad 300 20 600 920 
Veritas 175 12 350 537 
Kildala 225 15 450 690 
Old Yale 450 30 900 1380 
Trudeau 230 15 460 705 
Lau’Welnew 250 16 500 766 
TOTALS 2519 167 5038 7724 
 
But numbers only tell part of the story. The heart and soul of this project is 
when the family members all jam into the theatre or gym or church and the 
children sing their hearts out for the Earth.

This Skeena Video captures the spirit beautifully.

The magic is in the moments.
• At Lord Nelson School when a grade 7 girl stood up and sang an Indigenous 

welcoming prayer song solo, with such confidence and grace; the entire 400+ 
students on stage were respectfully listening and the audience was spell bound.

• At Conrad School when eight grade 6 and 7 students playing hand drums led the 
entire student body to sing their Indigenous Welcome Song; the strength of those
childrens’ voices raised the roof.

• Listening to Students' Song Introductions where they talk urgently about the need for 
action now to protect nature. It was remarkable how eloquent and well informed they 
are. Insert students’ written introductions here.

• At Trudeau School where the gym walls and the school halls were covered with 
students’ art and writings, dioramas of habitats and in-depth projects about climate 
change. Insert children’s art here.

• At Kildala School in Kitimat where fathers in the audience had jackets on with an 
“Alcan” logo. As they walked out they talked to a tour coordinator, gave a high five, 
and said, “This is one of the best concerts I’ve ever been to.”

For the first time we undertook a Digital Storytelling component. 
Holly will create short report plus link.

Letters of response from school administrators, teachers and parents

Photos from school concerts/rehearsals

Skeena program and poster

But numbers only tell part of the story. The heart and soul of this project is when the family members all 
jam into the theatre or gym or church and the children sing their hearts out for the Earth.

This VIDEO from the Skeena Tour captures the spirit beautifully.

Short VIDEO promo clip including some student song introductions.

Over 2500 students, 165 staff members and 5,000 family members involved!

https://vimeo.com/339198979
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sI-Dm5k5sv4
https://vimeo.com/339198979






Emails to the Principal from Queen Elizabeth parents

Hi Queen Elizabeth Elementary staff,

 My family wants to express how much we enjoyed the Spring Concert that the whole school participated in. It 
was an absolutely amazing performance, with incredibly talented musicians in the lead, and great organization 
on your side. The songs were beautiful and powerful, and the way the children performed was very touching. It 
made us very proud to be an environmentally conscientious family, doing constant recycling and reusing. This 
event is a great reminder to adults, and hopefully some more people will start teaching their kids by the example 
to make the best choices for the nature.

Thank you again to you and to the musicians who were so patient working with young children.

Best regards,

AND

Just wanted to say how amazing the Spring concert was!  Having the whole school on stage at once was quite 
breathtaking.  The band was very engaging and they had obviously worked very well with the students to be 
able to deliver a concert of that length.  It was no doubt a lot of work for the staff but the payoff was a wonderful 
experience.  The venue seemed to be a great fit.  Thanks for putting that on!

AND

What a fantastic night!! Very grateful for the opportunity to watch the performance and see all the students really come 
together! Thank you, thank you, thank you for your time and energy and patience with the students!! So glad these kids 
have such a cool memory to hold dear!!!!!



Dear Sponsor,

As a teacher at Lord Nelson, I just want to pass on how impressed I was with Holly and Kevin’s residency at our 
school. They managed to prepare a large group of kids for a wonderful performance, with great positivity and 
enthusiasm. Such awesome role-models! Many of the students reported that it was their favourite week of school 
so far! The show was very well received by the parents and was a great way to spread important environmental 
messages to the community.

Thanks for supporting the arts in schools,

Imelda Farrell

Lord Nelson Elementary

LORD NELSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
2235 Kitchener Street, Vancouver B.C. V5L 2W9
Tel: 604-713-4595   Email: nelson@vsb.bc.ca
Website: http://go.vsb.bc.ca/schools/nelson

March 15, 2019

Dear Kevin and Holly, and the Wilds Band,

Lord Nelson Elementary School students had the privilege to work with you to create the Rock the Salish con-
cert. You worked your magic to pull the students together in environmental song and actions for a final perfor-
mance that really rocked the auditorium. The school community and their families and friends thoroughly en-
joyed the music performance and the messages in the songs, many lining up to purchase your wonderful music 
so the songs could be heard at home.  

Your compositions that brilliantly connected environmental science and music together were captivating for the 
students and they enjoyed singing the songs. These environmental messages have profound importance for el-
ementary students as they will be the stewards of the earth in the future. Weaving these messages through music 
and into the studies in the classroom reinforced the meaning. 

Thank you for providing time at the beginning of the concert for an Aboriginal acknowledgement and song. The 
grade 7 Nelson student is already an amazing singer and drummer and the power of her voice was demonstrated 
in her women’s song. 

On behalf of the Lord Nelson staff, students and their families, we truly appreciated your Rock the Salish musical 
involvement in the school.     

Sincerely,

Gail Marlow 
Principal (Interim)









             KILDALA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

           803 Columbia Avenue  Kitimat  BC  V8C 1V7 

                        Email:  janelle.hittel@cmsd.bc.ca

                          Phone:  250.632.6194  

June 2019

Kildala Elementary School had the honor and privilege of having Holly and Kevin of The Wilds, spend 3 days 
with us in April teaching us about the Skeena Watershed. I can honestly say that I wasn’t sure what I had signed 
up for, but am sure glad I did! Holly and Kevin exceeded our expectations and put together an absolutely amaz-
ing show! Staff, parents and community members were absolutely blown away by the energy that was in the 
gym during the concert. The students sang their hearts out and were so engaged in the actions and the message 
around the whole event around sustainability and the environment. It was great to see the confidence shine 
through with some of the quieter ones. 

This event allowed our school to come together as a team and work collaboratively around a common theme. 
Students were able to see how their actions could affect the environment and learned about how to do things in 
order to preserve it. They not only sang about it, but wrote pieces on it as well which were presented at the per-
formance. We do not have a full time music specialist in our school, so this was a great opportunity to be able to 
bring music into our school, and have the students perform with musicians.  

Also a huge thank you to the sponsors (the Skeena Watershed Conservation Coalition, Tire Stewardship BC, BC 
Used Oil Manufacturers Association, Medication Returns and the Pacific Salmon Foundation) for making this 
possible, without them Holly and Kevin wouldn’t be able to visit all the communities they are able to!

If you ever get a chance to have Holly and Kevin come to your school, it is an excellent opportunity and the 
atmosphere they create by just being in the school is incredible. Highly recommended!

Janelle Hittel, Principal of Kildala Elementary



Christine: Hi my name is Christine.

Selina: And my name is Selina.

Christine: The next song is called Urban Mining. This song re-
minds us to reuse and recycle. Putting things in the trash fills our 
landfills and is harmful to the earth.

Selina: What you think is garbage is often very precious and valu-
able. Did you know there is more gold contained in our electronics 
then there is left to mine out of the earth?

Christine: It takes a lot of energy to make new things. The more 
we reuse and recycle the less we have to take from the earth which 
ensures these valuable resources will be around for future genera-
tions.

Selina: We can help the earth by recycling phones, computers, 
tires, game consoles, used oil and antifreeze, electronic devices 
and so much more. Let’s rethink how we can make things last or 
find creative ways to reuse them.

STUDENT SONG INTRODUCTIONS











STUDENT THANK YOUS









DIGITAL STORY TELLING/STUDENT BLOGS

DIGITAL STORYTELLING PILOT PROJECT

For the first time, we implemented a prototype digital storytelling component in two elementary schools this 
spring: Lord Nelson Elementary and Queen Elizabeth Elementary. This work was conducted by Dr. Jenny Arnt-
zen of Pears Strategic Consulting. Our objective was to share the students’ learning about reducing waste, pro-
tecting watersheds and oceans and conserving wild salmon “beyond the school walls.” 

Key factors for digital storytelling the Rock the Salish Sea Program in an elementary school setting are: 1) digital 
infrastructure (do they have the resources they need to get student work online); 2) teacher skill and experience 
with digital technologies (is blogging a regular part of their teaching practice); and 3) teacher engagement with 
the curriculum provided by the Rock the Salish Sea Program. Topline results from our work this spring:

Students were able to get online using edublogs and set up their own blogs to demonstrate what they learned 
during the Rock the Salish Sea Program. Ms. Cook’s class at Lord Nelson Elementary had the best results in this 
regard. We set up 27 student blogs. Students posted a total of 107 blog posts for an average of 4 blog posts each. 
The students commented on each others’ blog posts 69 times. All the content they produced was in response to 
learning activities from the Rock the Salish Sea curriculum.

The content of the students’ blog posts were based on instruction from Ms. Cook from the Rock the Salish Sea 
curriculum (singing and handbooks) and digital literacy curriculum from the Ministry of BC digital learning 
frameworks.

Please note - Ms. Cook had never blogged before with her class. The entire class was learning to use blogs for 
communication for the first time.

To see the full report, see the end of this document.

Check out these amazing student blogs

http://lordnelsondiv5digitalstorytelling.edublogs.org

http://lordnelsondiv5digitalstorytelling.edublogs.org/




Illustrations by Donald Gunn
Cover artwork - Free Falling by Mark Hobson

The Wilds:
Holly Arntzen - vocals/dulcimer/keyboards
Kevin Wright - vocals/cajon/congas
Andreas Schuld - guitar
Nathen Aswell - bass

CHORUS
Solar angel lights up the sky
Ancient starlight streaming on high
Power together, sun, wind and tide
Solar angel… energy is life

Each year is the hottest ever
Nature’s going crazy, so is the weather
Wildfires, floods, droughts and hurricanes

Sea level rising, fish in the streets
Failing crops, climate refugees
Age-old rhythm of seasons being changed

CHORUS

Can you imagine a greater freedom?
We’re restoring the garden of Eden
I believe in this renewable revolution

We have a dream and it’s attainable
If it ain’t fun it’s not sustainable **
Come on people now – lend your hand to 
solutions

CHORUS 
CHORUS 

**With thanks to Guy Dauncey for kind 
    permission to use this line. 
Visit www.earthfuture.com for great 
information about a sustainable energy future.

Produced by 

Special thanks to:
Lisa Jamieson and staff at Old Yale School for their work in preparing for this con-
cert and to the student singers who worked so hard to learn, rehearse and perform 
the songs with us! You guys rock!!!

SOLAR ANGEL Holly Arntzen/Kevin Wright

Featuring the singers from

Old Yale School
Holly Arntzen - Kevin Wright

& The Wilds

May 8 & 9, 2019

Tour sponsors



We dedicate the Rock the Salish Sea! Tour to…
 
…the beautiful watersheds that we call home, who’s rivers 
and streams drain into the Salish Sea; by being good 
watershed stewards we all help to protect our inland ocean;
…the schools and inspired teachers who supported their 

students learning songs over many weeks, and brought them here to sing for you 
tonight; …the community groups and dedicated people who work so hard to restore 
habitats; we encourage you to support, and get involved in, their vital work that nurtures 
biodiversity and wildlife.

The name “Salish Sea” refers to the Strait of Georgia (in Canada), and Puget Sound and 
Strait of Juan de Fuca (in the United States). The birds, fish and plants don’t observe 
international boundaries; they move freely wherever they need to go, to find food and 
breed. In order to protect their habitats we must work together to protect the entire 
inland sea. The Sea is historically defined by the language boundaries of the Salish-
speaking Indigenous peoples who have occupied this region for thousands of years.
 
The Rock The Salish Sea! Concert Series is in its fourth year of putting tens of 
thousands of students in a leadership role to inspire their family and community 
members to protect this amazing ecological treasure, the Salish Sea.

Through these programs we are connecting communities. We can make a difference… 
for the Salish Sea and the world, through education, outreach and conservation. We can 
do this. It is not an impossible dream. Everyone lives in a watershed! Thank you for 
being here!

1 10

Health Product Stewardship Association (HPSA) is a 
national not-for-profit association dedicated to the safe 
management and responsible disposal of Consumer 
Health Products.

Keeping easily accessible medications around the house 
and improper disposal (flushing, pouring down the drain 

or throwing in the trash) of medications and other health products puts family 
members, children and pets at risk of being harm and has potential harmful 
effects on the environment. HPSA’s BC Medications Return Program helps 
keep these materials out of our natural environment (landfills, ground and sur-
face water, etc.) by properly disposing of them. 

Here in British Columbia, HPSA partners with over 1200 participating phar-
macies as collection locations to offer a safe and convenient way to dispose of 
unwanted or expired medication that can be found in the home.

Together with you we will have a beneficial impact on our environment and 
keep our community safe!   www.healthsteward.ca

The Pacific Salmon Foundation, founded in 1987, is a chari-
table organization with the mission to support salmon com-
munities in their efforts, promote awareness of this keystone 
species, and guide the sustainable future of wild Pacific 
salmon and their habitats. Pacific salmonids in the wild in 
British Columbia and the Yukon Territory include seven 
species: Sockeye, Pink, Chum, Coho, Chinook, Steelhead 
and Cutthroat trout.

Our Support

Rock The Salish Sea! 
is an important initia-
tive that PSF is proud 
to support. Educa-
tion and outreach are 
essential tools to 
engage future stewards 
and help ensure the 
legacy of wild Pacific salmon in Canada. While PSF has worked hard to raise 
the funds to build the science, in the longer term it’s the people in communi-
ties around the Salish Sea that must protect these waters and the diversity of 
animals within it; including Pacific salmon.

Image: Mark Hobson
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Holly Arntzen/Kevin WrightTHE WATERSHED SONG Holly Arntzen/Kevin Wright/David Sinclair

CHORUS
In the watershed rain comes down into the river, into the sea
And we hope from our elders a healthy world for us to keep
Oh – oh – oh – oh 

Habitat - Conservation       
Climate change - Revelation  
Conscious - Destination  
That’s the only way    

CHORUS

This watershed is changing; some things will never be the same
Winning too slowly is the same as losing when it comes to climate change

Ocean - Devastation
Are we seeing - Adaptation
One Earth - One nation
That’s the only way

CHORUS

Salmon run up the Fraser to the Nechako and Quesnel
The Tsihlquo’tin is full to bursting, and the Seton is running well
The Brunette and Silverdale Wetlands welcome their children home
The water’s warming, this is a warning
Sons and daughters, listen to Mother Earth

CHORUS

The water’s warming, this is a warning
Sons and daughters, listen to Mother Earth

BC Used Oil Management Association (BCUOMA) is a not-for-profit group 
dedicated to the collection and recycling of lubricating oil, oil filters and con-
tainers, antifreeze and antifreeze containers in BC. Its goal is to provide British 
Columbians with an eco-friendly and cost-effective way to dispose of these 
materials and be good watershed and ocean stewards. 

Did You Know?
More than half the lubricating oil and all the antifreeze collected in BC is 
turned into new lubricating oil and antifreeze. Recycling lubricating oil and 
antifreeze keeps these products out of storm drains, waterways and oceans. 

For more information, please visit www.bcusedoil.com

Don’t worry little fishies...
You won’t have to swim in my 

used oil or antifreeze.
Off to the depot with it!!!

you’re the coolest cool bear!!!
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LONG LIVE THE KINGS Holly Arntzen/Kevin Wright

Who is the biggest? Who is the strongest?
Chinook…nook    Chinook…nook
Who feeds the Orcas? Who swims the longest?
Chinook…nook    Chinook…nook
We swim upstream to Rearguard Falls
Chinook…nook    Chinook…nook
And out to the open ocean, the drumbeat calls
Chinook…nook    Chinook…nook

Ohhhhhhh…..ahhhhhhh

CHORUS
We are the Springs. We are the Tyee.
King of the salmon on the high seas.
Long live the Kings. Long live our home.
All our relations. We are the keystone
Long live the Kings!        

I used to weigh in at one hundred pounds
Chinook…nook    Chinook…nook
When the big herring could be found
Chinook…nook    Chinook…nook
In the north Pacific we always ranged
Chinook…nook    Chinook…nook
But now so many things in our world have changed
Chinook…nook    Chinook…nook

CHORUS

With climate change, 
could it really be true?
Will we only live north 
of latitude 52? 

CHORUS

LIFE CYCLE DANCE Holly Arntzen/Stephen Foster

Chorus 1: 
Stomp your feet
Clap your hands
Everybody do a life cycle dance
Bow to the sun
Bow to the moon
Twirl with the season and tides in tune

Swim like a fish
Fish like a bear
Soar like an eagle in the air

Chorus 1

Stand like a tree
Roots grow down
Take food and water from the ground
Reach for the sun
Rustle your leaves
Sway in the air we all breathe

Chorus 2: 
Stomp your feet 
Clap your hands
Everybody do a life cycle dance
Bow to the sun
Bow to the sea
Twirl with the river, lake and stream

Run like a marmot
Leap like a frog
Flit like a dragonfly in the bog
Dive like a hummingbird
Wriggle like a grub
Swoop like a swallow 
chasing bugs

Chorus 2
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URBAN MINING
There are veins of precious metals 
richer than any goldmine
Running through our cities 
Everybody’s living online
You might even have some in your pocket
And we’re not just talkin’ 
some little locket

We’re talking cell phones and batteries
Used oil and antifreeze
Motherboards and coffee makers...
Computers and refrigerators

All the rare earth elements 
crucial to modern living
Come from the Earth 
How long can she keep giving?
The more we reuse 
the less we have to extract
Don’t throw stuff away... take it back

CHORUS
Recycle cell phones and batteries
Used oil and antifreeze
Motherboards and coffee makers
Printers and defibrillators
VCRs and dead cars
Pop cans and old tires
Microwaves and circuit breakers...
Computers and refrigerators

All the energy it takes the world 
to make new things
Changes our climate 
and all the changes that brings
Urban mining recovers 
treasure from the trash
Rethink consumption, make things last

CHORUS

Urban mining, Urban mining
Urban mining, Urban mining

...computers and refrigerators

Holly Arntzen/Kevin Wright/David SinclairSALISH SEA Briony Penn/Holly Arntzen

A shoreline rock is like one big town
Try not to turn one upside down
Barnacles and periwinkles feed on top
Limpets slide until the waters drop
All these critters say to me…keep singing songs about the Salish Sea

Underneath the rocks the shore crabs hide
All awaiting the next high tide
Gumboot chitons big as your shoe
Stick to the rocks just like glue
All these critters say to me… keep singing songs about the Salish Sea

Barnacle, periwinkle, flat fish, whelk... cockle, rockweed
BULL KELP!

In between the tide pools hermit crabs graze
Sculpins lurking in a coral maze
Anemones tentacles look like flowers
They stay open at high tide hours
All these critters say to me… keep singing songs about the Salish Sea

Seaweed is anchored to the sea bed
Green at the top, then brown, then red
Bull kelp bobbing just off shore
A nursery for fish, kelp crab and more
All these critters say to me… keep singing songs about the Salish Sea

Barnacle, periwinkle, flat fish, whelk... cockle, rockweed
BULL KELP!

Eel grass blooms estuaries flow
This is where all the herring grow
Ducks come to feed on their roe or eggs
Great blue heron on two straight legs
All these critters say to me… keep singing songs about 
the Salish Sea

Deep in the sand the the horse clams squirt
Butter clams next and little necks first
Sea worms squiggle, sandpipers poke
These are some intertidal folk
All these critters say to me… keep singing songs about 
the Salish Sea

Barnacle, periwinkle, flat fish, whelk... cockle, rockweed
BULL KELP!
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Prior to 1991, there was no program in place 
to recycle tires. They got dumped in landfills, 
where they took up a lot of space and didn’t 
break down. Or they were burned in open pits, 
which put toxic emissions into the atmosphere. 

Or they got left lying around in our environment, and were eyesores.

In January 2007, Tire Stewardship BC (TSBC) launched the new scrap tire 
recycling program, replacing the government-run program that had been in 
place since 1991. Now, approximately 50,000 tonnes of scrap tires are diverted 
annually from landfills, which roughly equates to one tire per person in BC. 
The success of the program was celebrated in 2018 when TSBC reached its 
90 millionth tire milestone—almost enough to form a single line of tires 
stretching around the Earth at the equator—TWICE!

TIRE DROP OFFS
Did you know there are over 800 retail locations in BC that will take back old 
tires at any time of year? Find the closest location to you at www.rcbc.ca.

BIG CHANGE STARTS SMALL Holly Arntzen/David Sinclair

Something I’ve heard people say 
Something I’ve heard people say
“Eat an apple every day” 
“Eat an apple every day”
it’s good for you and tastes so sweet
it’s good for you and tastes so sweet
Whatcha gonna do with the core and seeds?
Whatcha gonna do with the core and seeds?

Chorus
Compost bin is for your grass and leaves
Banana peel and apple core
I believe big change starts small
Throw it in, make soil not war

Earthworm, fungi, millipede
Earthworm, fungi, millipede
Soil is made by such as these
Soil is made by such as these
Kitchen scraps to fertile ground
Kitchen scraps to fertile ground
That’s the way the world goes round
That’s the way the world goes round

Chorus

From a single tiny seed
From a single tiny seed
Grows a giant apple tree
Grows a giant apple tree
Gives us fruit, and through its leaves
Gives us fruit, and through its leaves
Oxygen for us to breathe
Oxygen for us to breathe

Chorus

What happens to scrap tires?

Most of them are used to create:

•  playground and athletic surfaces.
•  resilient flooring in recreational  

facilities such as gyms and 
   running tracks.

•  flooring and mats for 
    agricultural and industrial use.
•  coloured landscaping mulch.

The rest are used as a fuel supplement in the cement and pulp and paper 
industries. 

Almost 100% of the scrap tires generated are collected from all across the 
province and processed in Delta, BC. The majority are recycled into crumb 
rubber, which are granules of rubber with the steel and fibre removed. 
Crumb is then used to create a variety of products.











The Up Your Watershed! dress up party in Prince Rupert

Rockin’ it at Kildala School in Kitimat



We’ve signed thousands of autographs... these older boys thought their foreheads would be a good spot!

Singers at the REM Theatre in Terrace



Ready to take the stage in Kitimat!







DIGITAL STORYTELLING—REPORT APRIL 24, 2019

From Dr. Jenny Arntzen, Pears Strategic Consulting

We implemented a prototype digital storytelling component in two elementary schools this spring: Lord Nelson 
Elementary and Queen Elizabeth Elementary.

Key factors for digital storytelling the Rock the Salish Sea Program in an elementary school setting are: 1) digital 
infrastructure (do they have the resources they need to get student work online); 2) teacher skill and experience 
with digital technologies (is blogging a regular part of their teaching practice; and 3) teacher engagement with 
the curriculum provided by the Rock the Salish Sea Program.

Topline results from our work this spring:

1. Students were able to get online using edublogs and set up their own blogs to demonstrate what they learned 
during the Rock the Salish Sea Program. Ms. Cook’s class at Lord Nelson Elementary had the best results in this 
regard. We set up 27 student blogs. Students posted a total of 107 blog posts for an average of 4 blog posts each. 
The students commented on each others’ blog posts 69 times. All the content they produced was in response to 
learning activities from the Rock the Salish Sea curriculum.

Here is the link to the class blog - the student’s voices speak clearly in their writing and their interviews: http://
lordnelsondiv5digitalstorytelling.edublogs.org

The content of the students’ blog posts were based on instruction from Ms. Cook from the Rock the Salish Sea 
curriculum (singing and handbooks) and digital literacy curriculum from the Ministry of BC digital learning 
frameworks.

The students posted about their passions and interests in relation to recycling and the natural world. They inter-
viewed each other about what they were learning about watersheds and posted those interviews on their blogs. 
They posted links to sites about related issues, such as the impact dams have on salmon reaching their spawning 
grounds http://lndiv5expensivelog.edublogs.org. 

Another student posted about how plastic affects the environment if you don’t recycle http://lndiv5robin.
edublogs.org

Please note - Ms. Cook had never blogged before with her class. The entire class was learning to use blogs for 
communication for the first time.

2. At Queen Elizabeth Elementary we had Ms. Rosa (Grade 3) agree to participate in digital storytelling. Her 
students were not ready to write blog posts online, but they were happy to share their work investigating and 
learning about Urban Mining:

http://qebdiv8digitalstorytelling.edublogs.org

Ms. Rosa’s class went to the library to research the words and phrases they were learning from the song lyrics. 
This led them to collect a bin full of books that they used to write reflections and discuss. For example, one stu-
dent wrote about making the connection between recycling and the environment:

http://qebdiv8digitalstorytelling.edublogs.org/2019/03/02/recycling-is-good-for-the-environment/

Another student reflected on the song lyrics and learning the importance, “…to keep water clean.”

http://qebdiv8digitalstorytelling.edublogs.org/2019/04/24/keep-the-water-clean/

http://lordnelsondiv5digitalstorytelling.edublogs.org/
http://lordnelsondiv5digitalstorytelling.edublogs.org/
http://lndiv5expensivelog.edublogs.org/
http://lndiv5robin.edublogs.org/
http://lndiv5robin.edublogs.org/
http://qebdiv8digitalstorytelling.edublogs.org/
http://qebdiv8digitalstorytelling.edublogs.org/2019/03/02/recycling-is-good-for-the-environment/
http://qebdiv8digitalstorytelling.edublogs.org/2019/04/24/keep-the-water-clean/


We did not have any intermediate teachers join our digital storytelling component but we did have a teacher 
collaborator (Ms. Johnson) take on an initiative to get students blogging about their Rock the Salish Sea experi-
ences. She is still working on putting content online. We talked last Thursday and she had worked with a Grade 
1 class for this initiative. She had two entire classes of primary students create their own Avatars to use online 
(including usernames): 

Ms. Johnson is still working on getting reflections written in the Grade 1 class up on the class blog. This class of 
21 students have written three reflection pieces using invented spelling to express themselves to describe what 
they have learned from the songs and singing, about the environment, and their response to an ecology themed 
art piece.

She is hoping to have these posts up by the end of this week.

She ran into technical difficulties assigning student emails so they could have their own student accounts to blog. 

At both schools our goals for teacher engagement were met - we had at least one, and in some cases two teachers 
who were actively engaging in digital storytelling in relation to the Rock the Salish Sea project. In all cases, none 
of these teachers had used blogging as an integral part of their teaching practice.

In summary:

1) Digital infrastructure (do they have the resources they need to get student work online.) Both schools had 
tablets for the students to use for capturing learning activities and getting them loaded onto the blogs. We were 
easily able to get online during our class and working sessions. Students blog accounts require a student email, 
we had to improvise to provide student emails that could be administered by the teacher.

2) Teacher skill and experience with digital technologies (is blogging a regular part of their teaching prac-
tice.) None of the teachers we worked with had experience blogging or used digital technology as a routine part 
of their classroom teaching. Teachers were skilled in their own uses of technology, not in the uses of blogs for 
student learning. Some of the teachers were worked with were interested in improving their digital technology 
skills, others were not inclined to try as they did not see the importance in relation to other pressures they were 
facing (report cards in February, or other assignments in progress).

The two teachers that did engage with blogging to enhance student learning were interested in continuing the 
practice in their classrooms.

3) Teacher engagement with the curriculum provided by the Rock the Salish Sea Program. This was an 
interesting finding - what the Rock the Salish Sea program brings to a school is living curriculum. The experi-
ence of learning the songs, singing them with Holly and Kevin, and engaging in the topics from the handbooks 
constitutes a lively change from classroom routine. Blogging students learning experiences gives new significance 
to student learning for both the students and the teachers, as the teachers are now able to show student learning 
to parents, family, colleagues, etc. It becomes part of their teaching portfolio. For the students the significance is 
that they publishing their words and images in the public domain, which lends importance to their learning and 
their communication.



Our prototype case studies this spring revealed several key findings:

1. The content of the Rock the Salish Sea curriculum (singing, performance, handbooks) provides rich opportu-
nities for designing learning activities for all grade levels: discovery and research, writing, numeracy, photogra-
phy, public speaking, media literacy, etc.

2. Developing teachers’ engagement with the curriculum is key to getting students to share stories arising from 
learning the curriculum. Teachers’ engagement is built over several encounters: Introducing the program, brain-
storming lesson ideas, developing lesson plans, facilitating in-class teaching w/ blogs, debriefing w/ teachers, 
sowing seeds for self-sustaining networks of teachers who use blogs to teach social change for watershed stew-
ardship and recycling behaviour.

3. Elementary students are eager to share what they are learning. They understand the importance of publish-
ing their work in the public domain. They demonstrated a keen interest in establishing codes of conduct in their 
class to govern commenting and to ensure their online experience was mutually beneficial.

4. The digital technologies in elementary schools meet the most basic needs for students to write, interview, 
record video, take pictures, and post on their blogs. It does take extra facilitation to support teachers who are 
unfamiliar with the resources to bring them to life in their classrooms.
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